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Original version: French (English subtitles)
 

Director: Mélanie Auffret

Opening date (Québec): October 4, 2019

Genre: Comedy

Countries of origin: France, Belgium

Length: 88 minutes

Ontario Premiere

Recommended for 14 years and older
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SYNOPSIS

A happily married father of three, Raymond runs an organic egg farm in Brittany, France. He also 
entertains a secret passion for theater and in particular for the play Cyrano de Bergerac, which he 
recites to his favorite and only audience: his hens! When his main egg buyer walks out on him, his 
entire life goes haywire. Desperate to save his farm, he takes on the crazy challenge of turning his 
love for theater into a series of internet performances starring himself and his best friend/con dante, 
the amazing pet hen Roxane!

REVIEWS

Everything is so naturally done that you don’t even notice the acting and filmmaking as though it 
was a documentary on a reality show. This tells you how accomplished the film is! All audiences can 
watch the film as much as they want. After all there is no age limit to raise social awareness.
Freya (Translated from French) www.daily-movies.ch/roxane-de-la-poule-a-cyrano

The film reminds us of the relevance and the power of great writers who translate our emotions, help 
us live and even allow us to be somewhat decent. This is the beauty of Roxane: it is the portrayal of a 
moony Pierrot who manages to reconnect with the world (…) not through YouTube or Facebook but 
through Molière, Rostand or Guitry.
Galen Gohlen (Translated from French) www.premiere.fr/film/Roxane

Roxane : 3 bonnes raisons de voir le film en salles: This story refers to the magnificent connection 
and the spirituality that can exist between a human being and an animal. An animal, often, shows a 
beautiful quality in its listening skills. And, of course, without an ounce of judgement at all.

— Journal des femmes/Loisirs (Translated from French)

DETAILS

LANGUAGE
The characters in the film speak in a direct, colloquial language. Some words seem to come back 
in the dialogues like “merde” that takes many forms either as a mere exclamation or a word in a 
sentence.

For instance, the daughter of Raymond, the organic egg farmer in the film, shouts “merde!”. Her little 
brother denounces the rudeness of the word by saying’ “Elle a dit merde”. In most cases, the word is 
translated by “shit” in English.
Some expressions like “On est tous dans la merde” are translated like « It smells like shit”.
A few exclamations like “C’est pas vrai! » are translated by idiomatic English terms like “Jesus!”
“Oui ou merde?” becomes “For God’s sake!”
“Fermez vos gueules” [Shut your mouth], « Ta gueule » [clam up]: in their arguing with each other, 
the farmers show their frustration and anger by using these expressions. They are going through a 
major economic crisis in their lives.
Insulting words belonging to various levels of language can be heard. Some translations are fair 
some others are exaggerated or too light.
For example, “Il est nul” becomes “He sucks”. “Couillon” is translated by “dumb” or “C’est quoi ce 

https://www.daily-movies.ch/roxane-de-la-poule-a-cyrano
http://www.premiere.fr/film/Roxane
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bordel?” is “What the hell?”
Here are other coarse words used by the farmers:
Connard – asshole
On l’emmerde – Screw him/her 
Ce con? - This jerk?
Enculé – Scumbag
Enfoirés – the bastards
Je m’en f…s – I don’t give a damn

The colloquial/coarse language in the subtitles are explicitly written: “shit” will not appear as the “s” 
word for instance.

Slurs
As a British resident of the village, Wendy is called “La rosbif miss Marple”. This mocking expression 
reflects their sentiments towards her.

The language used in the film translates two realities:
1. The organic farmers are going through a major economic crisis so they express their fears, their 

anxiety and anger through strong words
2. The characters in the film belong to a farming community similar to a working class whose 

language is not necessarily sophisticated. It is appropriate to the social milieu the film describes.

VIOLENCE 
There is hardly any physical violence in the film except for a brief brawl shot from afar and showing 
no explicit details.

The violence is more concentrated on the language as seen in the previous section.
The chicken slaughterhouse is alluded in the film but there are no graphic details. When the youngest 
Leroux child learns how the chickens end up, he is shocked and sad but the viewer never hears the 
description made by his older sister.

Poupou, Anne-Marie’s brother, attempts to commit suicide. It is not told how. The film boasts the 
positive aspect by highlighting the fact that he was saved and still alive.

Anne-Marie Leroux throws eggs on cars aiming at the coop president’s car. Unfortunately, she 
misses and hits other cars.

NUDITY
Wendy hands an old picture of a woman seen from behind. She is nude. There is no close-up nor 
specific details.

SEXUAL ACTIVITY 
Raymond and Anne-Marie Leroux are married. They share non-prolonged, casual kisses on the mouth.

Anne-Marie Leroux suspects that her husband may have an affair with Wendy as she does not 
understand why he spends so much time at her home. The idea of an adultery relationship is alluded to. 

PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT/THE MESSAGES

 � RURAL COMMUNITY IN BRITTANY
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The filmmaker deals with the serious crisis the organic farmers are facing in the agricultural 
communities.
Poupou’s suicide attempt is a distress call but it is not shown in a melodramatic way. It, however, 
points at an alarming fact in the lives of farmers who are about to lose their lands and farms.

Mélanie Auffret depicts everyday rural life style focusing on the relationship of farmers with their 
animals, more specifically they are accompanied by their dogs.

In this film, the originality lies with the nature of Raymond’s companion animal: “her” name is Roxane 
and “she” is a chick. (The filmmaker used 11 chicks to play the role of Roxane).

 � HOW DO THE FARMERS COPE WITH THIS ECONOMIC CRISIS?
• They get together in the local “café” to talk and drink..
• A brief scene shows how the farmers argue, brawl, drink and get drunk. It reflects their 

psychological state of mind.
• They tend to argue and use strong words to express their anger and resentment.
• They try to negotiate with the bank using whatever leverage they can. One farmer tries to gain 

time by wanting to lend his tractor to his banker Anne-Marie Leroux.

 � HOW DO THE LEROUX FACE THEIR BUSINESS DIFFICULTIES?
• They don’t speak to each other and don’t communicate.
• Raymond Leroux tries to create a buzz about his business as his aunt Simone advises.
• Raymond takes lessons of diction and recitation from Wendy: this is a funny paradox as Raymond 

is being taught French by British Wendy.
• He finally reveals to his wife why he goes to visit Wendy so often.
• The married couple unites and fights thanks to the family support.

 � RAYMOND’S PASSION FOR THE THEATRE
Literature and theatre are going to save Raymond from despair and have him succeed in gathering 
his “fans” around him.

The film proves the power of social media even if it does not necessarily solve the problems.

 � ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION IN THE FILM
• Aunt Simone likes her glass of wine at meals.
• Poupou and Raymond drink white wine when they meet.
• There is the café gathering when everybody get merry after they drank a bit too much.
• The farmers drink at the bar counter but it is not specified what.
• The café/bar is a gathering place in the village. Drinking wine is not unusual for French people.
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PHOTOS OF THE FILM

Raymond, the organic egg farmer loves his chicks so much that he recites literary texts to them. 

The Leroux collect the organic eggs. Anne-Marie Leroux working as a banker.

Raymond Leroux and his younger son
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Raymond and his brother-in-law Poupou

The idea of the buzz came from aunt Simone 

First trial for Raymond to get into social 
media

Wendy is helping Raymond 


